LOOE CORNWALL AND SUNDAY LUNCH - SUNDAY 28 JUNE 2020

£45.00 per person
Join us for a very special trip to Looe in South East Cornwall. We will also be stopping for a two course
Sunday Carvery. After lunch you will be able to explore Looe which is a very popular family Holiday Resort
town, divided into two distinct parts - East and West Looe - with the Looe river running through the centre
of the town. East Looe features a collection of narrow streets lined with shops cafes and pubs that lead
through to the main town beach.
Trip ID: DV749
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TRIP ITINERARY
Join us for a very special trip to Looe in South East Cornwall.
Looe is a very popular family Holiday Resort town, divided into two distinct parts - East and West Looe - with the
Looe river running through the centre of the town. East Looe features a collection of narrow streets lined with
shops cafes and pubs that lead through to the main town beach. The Beach is ideal for families. Bordered on the
west by the Banjo pier - entrance to the main harbour and by a rocky promontory at the eastern edge, it is a
compact beach.
Over the years, the town has retained its small fishing fleet, which return at high tide, to off load their catch
alongside the riverside quay at the busy fish market, which dominates the towns east Quay.
When we arrive in Looe we will take you for a two course Sunday carvery at the Award Winning Portbyhan Hotel
which is situated in an unrivalled position right in the heart of Looe, allowing you to relish the panoramic views of
the vibrant harbour with. After lunch you will have up to four hours to spend at your leisure. The Portbyhan Hotel
is nicely situated opposite the river in West Looe and within easy walking distance to the town and harbour
You will enjoy everything that you have come to know and love about travelling with Vale Coaches. Where
feasible, complimentary drinks will be served throughout your journey, with biscuits and chocolates also offered.
Included:
Return travel
Sunday lunch
Complimentary drinks on coach when feasible
Depart Stalbridge: 09:00 approx
Return Stalbridge: 17:00 approx
All itineraries are approximate and subject to change
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